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RBO Hand 1          https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ziY-pHSpH5Q

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ziY-pHSpH5Q
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ziY-pHSpH5Q


How they’re made:           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ss-9iXRUeGc&t=814s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ss-9iXRUeGc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ss-9iXRUeGc&t=814s


RBO Hand 3
• pneumatic


• 16 actuated 
degrees of freedom


• red and white are 
soft silicone 
paddings


• controlled by hand 
with mixer



RBO Hand 3 (earlier version)           https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ENbrUOmDsSI

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ENbrUOmDsSI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ENbrUOmDsSI


Context

“The state of the art, at this time, is the groundbreaking work presented 
by OpenAI [1], who used Deep Reinforcement Learning to produce 
remarkably dexterous behavior on a five- fingered robotic hand, first 
manipulating a cube and later even an articulated Rubik’s cube [2]. 
Their learned skills feature contact-rich movements like finger-gaiting, 
pivoting, and the exploitation of gravity.”



h"ps://journals.sagepub.com/doi/pdf/10.1177/0278364919887447					



https://openai.com/research/

• Founded in 2015, by Elon Musk, Sam Altman, …

• Performs research on a wide variety of AI problems

• Known in our community for OpenAI gym 


• Reinforcement learning environments

• https://gym.openai.com/



OpenAI Manipulation Demo:        https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwSbzNHGflM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jwSbzNHGflM


Shadow Dexterous Hand



• 24 Degrees of freedom driven by 20 actuators

• Electric, tendon driven

• First commercialized in 2005

https://www.shadowrobot.com/wp-content/uploads/shadow_dexterous_hand_e_technical_specification.pdf







Reinforcement Learning (PPO)
• State (60-dimensional):   angles and velocities of all robot joints as well as 

the position, rotation, and velocities of the object. Initial states are sampled by 
placing the object on the robot’s palm in a random orientation and applying 
random actions for 100 steps 


• Goal:  desired orientation of the object


• Action (20-dimensional):  desired angles of the hand joints. Each action 
dimension is discretized into 11 bins of equal size. 


• Reward:  improvement in (angular) distance to the goal orientation. An 
additional reward of 5 whenever a goal is achieved with some tolerance. A 
reward of -20 (penalty) whenever the object is dropped. 



Randomizations







Massive Computation
In our implementation, a pool of 384 
worker machines, each with 16 CPU cores, 
generate experience by rolling out the 
current version of the policy in a sample 
from the previously described distribution 
of randomized simula- tions. … This setup 
allows us to generate about 2 years of 
simulated experience per hour. 

The optimization is performed on a single 
machine with eight GPUs. The optimizer 
threads pull down generated experience … 
and then stage it to their respective GPU’s 
memory for processing. After computing 
gradients locally, they are averaged across 
all threads using MPI, which we then use 
to update the network parameters. 



Results
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKe8FumoD4E&t=198s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DKe8FumoD4E


http://www.roboticsproceedings.org/rss17/p089.pdf   



Context

“The state of the art, at this time, is the groundbreaking work presented 
by OpenAI [1], who used Deep Reinforcement Learning to produce 
remarkably dexterous behavior on a five- fingered robotic hand, first 
manipulating a cube and later even an articulated Rubik’s cube [2]. 
Their learned skills feature contact-rich movements like finger-gaiting, 
pivoting, and the exploitation of gravity.”



RBO 3 Skills
Spin and Shift

Skills are keyframed

(remember the mixer?)



RBO 3 Skills
5 skills were keyframed
•Spin uses the thumb to rotate the cube ounter-clockwise by 90◦ 

around the ring-finger, and places it to rest on the index and middle 
finger. It does so with 7 keyframes.  

•Shift, also called Ring→Little (RL) Finger Gait, gaits the cube 
from the ring-finger to the little finger, and places it to rest on the 
ring and middle finger (5 keyframes).  

•Twist uses the thumb, middle, and ring fingers to lift the cube into 
a precision grip, in the process rotating the cube counter-clockwise 
by 90◦ (9 keyframes).  

•Pivot maintains this posture, contacting the cube with the index 
finger to rotate it by 90◦ around the grip axis 
(6 keyframes).  

•Middle→Ring (MR) Finger Gait, a variant of shift, gaits the cube 
from this posture to a grasp between the thumb and middle finger, 
and places it to rest on the index and ring fingers (6 keyframes). 



Robustness to Object Placement

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-gzeFdHbvIM


Robustness to Object Placement

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gzvRXcdolpc


Generalizing to New Objects

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TejM-kfllVE


Generalizing to New Objects

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NNf5UBgQQZk


Changing Speed

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JU6BlpaqjVA


Repeatability

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6OAWxvhpfdQ


Failures

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=roLVk5pKQX8


Three Principles for Robust Manipulation
1. Morphological Computation

“Exploiting the intrinsic properties 
of mechanical hardware can also 
provide a simple, effective and 
reliable way of dealing with 
mechanical interaction.” 


   —Neville Hogan

Hogan, N. "Impedance control-An approach to 
manipulation. Part I-Theory." ASME Journal of 
Dynamic Systems and Measurement Control (1985)


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6yiSLq59yFA


Three Principles for Robust Manipulation
2. Constraining Object Motion



Erdmann, Michael A., and Matthew T. Mason. "An 
exploration of sensorless manipulation." IEEE 
Journal on Robotics and Automation 4, no. 4 
(1988): 369-379.

Three Principles for Robust Manipulation
2. Constraining Object Motion



Three Principles for Robust Manipulation
3. Compositing Manipulation Funnels

“Using a funnel, the goal to 
position an object can be 
accomplished despite variation in 
the initial locations and shapes of 
the objects.”  

   —Matt Mason

Mason, Matthew. "The mechanics of manipulation." 
In Proceedings. 1985 IEEE International 
Conference on Robotics and Automation, 1985.



Three Principles for Robust Manipulation
3. Compositing Manipulation Funnels

“Using a funnel, the goal to 
position an object can be 
accomplished despite variation in 
the initial locations and shapes of 
the objects.”  

   —Matt Mason

Mason, Matthew. "The mechanics of manipulation." 
In Proceedings. 1985 IEEE International 
Conference on Robotics and Automation, 1985.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tnq0xXMUbhc


Other Insights

• Hand morphology and control strategies should be designed together


• Good results rely on compliance and large contact surface areas


• OpenAI may have attempted something much harder than what was required

• rigid hand

• physical constraints not explicitly exploited

• compositionality using funnels not explicitly considered


• Could more effective learning techniques incorporate these ideas?




